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pp. v–xiv, text pp. 59–97. Edited W. H. D. Rouse.
Aeneid: Bk. II. Introd. v–xiv, text 1–28. Edited S. E.
Winbolt. Both price 6d. Livy: Bk. V. Introd. v–xvii, text
1–75. Edited E. Seymer Thompson. Price 8d. Mr.
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Selections. Introd. pp. 5–7, text pp. 9–32, vocab. pp. 33–
64. Edited G. Yeld. Caesar in Britain. Introd. 7–9, text
11–29, vocab. 31–64. Edited J. F. Dobson. Both price
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QUANTITATIVE LATIN TEXTS FOR SCHOOLS.

Messrs. BIACKIE'S Series. 7" x 4£". Speci-
mens.

Horace: Odes III. Introd. pp. v-xiv,
text pp. 59-97. Edited W. H. D.
ROUSE.

Aeneid: Bk. II. Introd. v-xiv, text
1-28. Edited S. E. WINBOLT. Both
price 6d.

Livy: Bk. V. Introd. v-xvii, text 1-75.
Edited E. SEYMER THOMPSON. Price
8d.

Mr. EDWARD ARNOLD'S Series. ,6f " x i\".
Specimens.

Ovid, Selections. Introd. pp. 5-7, text
pp. 9-32, vocab. pp. 33-64. Edited
G. YELD.

Caesar in Britain. Introd. 7-9, text
11-29, vocab. 31-64. Edited J. F.
DOBSON. Both price 8d.

W E have before us two sets of quantita-
tive Latin school texts published respect-
ively by Messrs. Blackie and Edward
Arnold. Both series, so far as the marking
of long quantities is concerned, are modelled
on the school books that have for some time
been commonly used in America. Messrs.
Blackie's texts under the general editorship
of Dr. W. H. D. Rouse were in the market
practically a year earlier than Mr. Arnold's,
of which Mr. A. E. Bernays of the City of
London School is editor. In regard to value
of mere material printed matter there is
little to choose between the two series: both
are well turned out, and are neat and handy
in their limp cloth covers at sixpence or
eightpence. On the whole if Dr. Rouse's
general design is a little more scholarly, Mr.
Bernays' is in some ways more adapted to
young readers. Thus Mr. Arnold's texts give
a selection of extracts with a view to putting
before pupils each author at his best, and
a few lines of preliminary explanation in
English at the head of the section is cer-
tainly a great help. To these volumes is ap-
pended a vocabulary, whereas Dr. Rouse
sternly says 'no ' to this kind of aid and
sends the pupil to do his own dictionary
work. To discuss the relative merits of the
two plans were to raise a Vexata quaestio
for which we have no space. Another good
idea of Mr. Bernays' is to indicate the con-
struction of involved sentences (e.g. in
Cicero's Pro Archia) by the use of heavy
type; and though he marks the long quanti-

ties all through the prose texts, in the poetry
they are marked only in the first half or
third of the text, so that a class may have an
open field for the learning of quantity from
scansion. Both series, so far as we have
examined them, use a sound Latin ortho-
graphy. Dr. Rouse's contributors make a
great point of their introductions, which are
more thorough than those of the other series.
The editors have been to considerable trouble
in producing a good text, and an important
feature of the introduction is a note on the
MSS. and the principles of textual criti-
cism, which are illustrated by carefully
selected critical notes given at the foot of
the text. Neither series offers any explan-
atory notes on the text. I t is when we come
to the important question of marking of long
quantities that we find Messrs. Blackie's
series the more thorough-going. Taking two
passages at random from Mr. Bernays' series,
both of eighteen lines, one from a verse and
the other from a prose book, we find in the
former eleven cases, in the latter thirteen of
vowels not marked which would be marked
in the other series. Among words where the
quantity-mark has been omitted we find:
dixit, gladios, nuntius, jussa, principibus,
imperasset,missum, petissent, monstrat. As.
this marking of quantities is eye-trying work
over which even Homer himself might nod,
we may leave out of account in our compar-
ison obvious cases of the lapsus calami. I t
is possible too to hold different views about
the necessity of marking concealed quan-
tities, though we are inclined to think that
it is better to mark consistently those that
we do know and so get as near as possible to
the Latin pronunciation, say of the time of
Augustus. But we are at a loss to know
why Mr. Bernays' editors have not marked
such contracted vowels as appear in petisset,
imperasset, and why such common words as
dixit, scripsit, rexi, actus, Justus, vernus, rus-
ticus have not been given their due. The
notions current about Latin quantities will no
doubt take one two-thirds of the way; but
when we set about putting down in black
and white for boys quantitative guides it is
necessary that the work should be done as
scientifically as possible, and that sins of
omission should be counted as serious as sins
of commission.

S. E. W.


